Complete List of Silent Films Featuring Journalists and Journalism
1890-1919
(Each film is annotated in the 11 appendices)

1894
Miss Jerry

1897
Bad Boy and Poor Old Grandpa, The
Bradford Daily Argus Newspaper Offices

1898
N.Y. Journal Despatch Yacht "Buccaneer"
President McKinley's Inspection of Camp Wikoff
War Correspondents

1899
Distributing a War Extra (aka Delivering Newspapers)
Fight of Reporters, The: L'Affaire Dreyfus Bagarre entre journalistes

1900
Confounding the Art Critic
Horsewhipping an Editor

1901
Happy Hooligan April-Fooled
Li Hung Chang

1902
Poet's Revenge, A

1903
Business Rivalry
Delivering Newspapers
Pres. Roosevelt's Fourth of July Oration

1904
Newspaper in Making, A
Russian Army in Manchuria, The

1905
Newsboy, The
1906
Critic, The

1907
John D. and the Reporter
Looking for the Medal
Making of a Modern Newspaper, The
Poet's Bid for Fame, The

1908
Afraid of Microbes
Boy Detective, The or The Abductors Foiled
Bridal Couple Dodging Cameras (aka Bridal Couple Dodging the Cameras, The Bride Loses Her Duke)
Christmas in Paradise Alley
Female Politician, Mrs Bell, Is Nominated for Mayor, The
Flower Girl, The
Her Newsboy Friend
Honest Newsboy's Reward, An
Honesty Is the Best Policy (A Pathetic Story of Life in the Slums)
Lottery Ticket (aka Le billet de loterie)
Railway Tragedy
Scotland's Greatest Newspaper
The Professor's Trip to the Country or, a Case of Mistaken Identity
Ticklish Man, The

1909
Ambassador's Dispatch Case, The (aka Ambassador's Despatch Case, The; La valise diplomatique)
At the Altar -- The Interception of a Rejected Suitor's Vengeance
Blacksmith's Daughter, A
Breach of Promise
Charity Rewarded
Clever Reporter, The
Cub Reporter, The
Current News Items
Dream of Wealth, A, a Tale of the Gold Seekers of '49
Drunkard's Child, The
Female Reporter, A
Hunted to the End
Infernal Machine, The
Jilt, The
Little Father, The; or, The Dressmaker's Loyal Son
Lucky Jim
Manhood's Reward
Marathon Craze, The
Mills of the Gods, The
Newspaper World From Within, The
Peachbasket Hat, The
Politician's Love Story, The
Power of the Press, The
Salvation Army Lass, The
Song That Reached Her Heart, The
Stolen Wireless, The
Sweet Revenge (aka Sweet Revenge, A)
Three Thanksgivings
Tobacco Mania
Tragic Love
Two Memories
Wallace Jewels, The
Wreath in Time, A

1910
Adoring an Ad
Arm of the Law, The
At the Eleventh Hour
Beechwood Ghost, The
Big Scoop, The
Centenarian, The
Child Benefactor, The (aka Child as Benefactor, Boy as Benefactor, A; Barnet som Velgorer
Child's Impulse, A
Child's Stratagem, A
Converted Deacon
Count That Counted, The
Dainty Politician, A
Dancing Girl of Butte, The
Detective's Dream, The
Double, The
Foolshead, Chief of the Reporters (Cretinetti re dei giornalisti)
For the Sunday Edition
From Tyranny to Liberty
Gallegher
Girl Reporter, The
Great Scoop, The
Hard Cash
Her First Husband's Return
Her Romance
Iconoclast, The
In the Nick of Time
Jack Fat and Jim Slim at Coney Island
Keeping His Word
Light in the Window, The
Little Angels of Luck
Mad Dog Scare, The
Marked Time-Table, The
Mermaid, The
Mr. A. Jonah
New Reporter, The
Newspaper Error, A
Phoenix, The
Playing at Divorce
Poetical Jane
Politics
Sage, the Cherub and the Widow, The
Shadows and Sunshine
Tangled Lives
Though the Clouds
Tide of Fortune, The
Tie That Binds, The
Twixt Loyalty and Love (aka 'Twist Loyalty and Love)
Unselfish Love, An
Wireless Romance, A

1911
Accident, The
Act of Kindness, An
Adventures of Billy, The
April Fool
At the Stroke of Twelve
Aviator, The (aka The Aviator and the Journalist's Wife. Love and Aviation, En lekton, A Lesson))
Bobby the Coward
Changing of Silas Warner, The
City, The
College Chums
Comrades
Corinne in Dollyland
Corner in Criminals, A
Crucial Test
Derelict Reporter, The
Dog in a Coiner's Den, A
First Man, The
Fishermaid of Ballydavid, The
Ghost, The
Good News for Jones
Her Inspiration
Her Pet
His Exoneration
Home
Hon fick platsen
In Time for Press
Italian Barber, The
Jimmie's Job
John Brown's Heir
Lover's Signal, The
Martyr to His Cause, A
Midnight Marauder, The
Millionaire Barber, The
Mutt and Jeff and the Newsboys
Mutt and Jeff as Reporters
Mutt and Jeff Get Passes to the Ball Game
New Editor, The
Newsboy Hero, A
Newsboy's Luck, A
Newsy and the Tramp, The
Old Folks' Sacrifice, The
One Way to Win
Only a Sister
Over the Shading Edge
Paid Back
Persistent Poet, The
Plain Tale, A
Plot Against Bertie, The
Proving His Love, or The Ruse of a Beautiful Woman
Quinceville Raffle, The
Ransom of Red Chief, The
Reform Candidate, The
Reporter, The
Reporter, The
Reporter's Romance, The
Soldier's Return, The
Somebody's Mother
Star Reporter, The
Theft of the Mona Lisa, The
Trailing the Counterfeiter
Two Fugitives, The
Vagabond, The
Vows, The
When a Man's Married
Who Owns the Baby!
Winds of Fate, The

1912
Adamless Eden, An
All for a Girl
Almost a Man
At Liberty -- Good Press Agent
At the Foot of the Ladder
Belle of the Beach, The
Black Prince, The
Blood Stain, The
Bucktown Romance, A
Buddy and His Dog
Burnt Cork, A
Canned Harmony
Cashier's Ordeal, The
Christian Slave, A
Clownland
Collaborators, The
Columbus Day Conspiracy, A
Conflict's End, The
Confusion (aka Inconvieniti della quarta pagina)
Cub Reporter, The
Cub Reporter's Big Scoop, The
Cynthia's Agreement
Diamond Path, The
Don't Pinch My Pup
Driftwood
East Lynne
Editor, The
Eternal Conflict, The
Filibusters, The
First Woman Jury in America
For the Love of a Girl
Foreign Invasion, The
Foundling, The
Funeral That Flashed in the Pan, A
Girl in the Gingham Gown, The
Girl Reporter's Big Scoop, The
Good for Nothing, The
Gypsy's Love, The
Hardest Way, The
Heart of a "Boss," The
Help! Help!
Her Convict Brother
Her First Assignment
Her Whole Duty
Hidden Light, The
Hieroglyphic, The
Honor of a Pugilist The
Honor of the Family, The
Horror of Sin, The (L'orrore del peccato)
How Shorty Kept His Word
How to Make a Reputation
Hypnotized
In After Years
In Friendship's Name
Irene's Infatuation
Jack and Jingles
Jimmy's Misfortune
Joke on the Joker, The
Kings in Exile
Land Beyond the Sunset, The
Leap-Year Proposal, A
Light After Darkness
Little Bride of Heaven, The
Little Music Teacher, The
Locked Out
Lulu's Anarchist
Madame de Mode (aka Mme. De Mode)
Man Who Made Good, The
Man Within, The
Man, A
Mayor's Crusade, The
Me and Bill
Mother Love
Mummy and the Cowpuncher, The
Natural Son, The
New Editor, The
Officer Murray
Old Reporter, The
Orator, Knight and Cow Chamber
Out of the Depths
Passing of J.B. Randall & Company, The
Passing Shadow, The
Perils of the Atlantic
Please Remit
Political Kidnapping, A
Prince Charming
Queen of Spades, The
Reformed by Strategy
Reporter's Courage, The
Romance of a Dry Town, A
Rowdy and His New Pal
Scoop, The
Sketch With the Thumb Print, The
Sporting Editor, The
Star Reporter, The
Story of a Wallet, The
Strange Story of Elsie Mason, The
Substitute, The
Theodore Roosevelt
Tin Can Rattle, The
Totville Eye, The
Trapped by Wireless
Under False Colors
Unexpected Fortune, An
Unwilling Bigamist, The
Vitagraph Romance, A
Wanted, a Wife
Western Kimono, A
Whom God Hath Joined
Widow Jenkin's Admirers
Winning of Helen

1913
Winning of Silas Pegg, The
Adventure of an Heiress, The
At the Risk of Her Life
Below the Deadline (aka Below the Dead Line)
Betty in the Lions' Den
Big Bob Waits
Big Boss, The
Black Countess, The (aka La comtesse noire)
Black Hand, The
Bridge of Shadows, The
Broken Heart, The
Brown's New Monetary Standard
Bunny as a Reporter (aka Bunny Is a Reporter)
Burning Rivet, The
By Man's Law
Campaign Manageress, The
Cards
Catching the "Big Sneeze"
Conquered Hate (aka Plus fort que la haine)
Corner in Crooks, A
Cowboy Editor, The
Criminals
Critic, The (aka Il critico)
Cub Reporter's Temptation, The
Cub, The
Cutey Tries Reporting
Dad's Insanity
Darkfeather's Sacrifice
Day of Judgment, The
Diamond Cut Diamond
Divorce Scandal, A
Dog-Gone Baron, A
Dream Fairy, The
Evil Eye, The
Faith of a Girl, The
False News
Fantomas II: Juve vs. Fantoms
Fantomas III: Murderous Corpse, The
Fantomas or the Man in Black: In the Shadow of the Guillotine
Final Judgment, The
For Love of a Man
Forbidden Way, The
From Dusk to Dawn
From the Beyond
Getting the Evidence
Giovanni's Gratitude
Girl and the Grafter, The
Girl Back East, The
Girl Reporter, The
Glow Worm, The
Gold Brick, The
Governor's Double, The
Grafters, The
Greasepaint Indians (aka Great Paint Indians)
Great Metropolitan Newspaper, A
Great Unwashed, The
Hand of Providence, The
Hearts Entangled
Helping Hand, The
Her Big Story
Her Only Son
His Crazy Job
His Hour of Triumph
Human Vulture, The
Hy Mayer
In Diplomatic Circles
In Love and War (aka Love and War, The Call to Arms)
In the Clutches of the Ku-Klux Klan
It Might Have Been
It's a Bear
Jerry's Mother-in-Law
Jimmy's Finish (aka Jimmie's Finish)
Judge's Vindication, The
Just a Shabby Doll (aka A Shabby Doll)
Lady Audley's Jewels
Laird of McGillicuddy, The
Lesson From the Past, A (La zia Bettina)
Literature and Love
Little Jack (aka Le pettit Jacques)
London by Night
Lost Diamond, The
Madam Satan (aka Madame Satan)
Marble Heart, The
Max Joins the Giants (aka Max Gets Stuck Up, Max veut grandir)
Melburn Confession, The
Millinery Bomb, A
Missing Woman, The
Much Wanted Baby, A
Muchly Engaged
Mum’s the Word
Mystery of the Yellow Room, The Joseph Rouletabille: (Le Mystere de la Chambre Jaune)
New Arrival, The (aka Il figlio di Fifi)
New Magdalen, The
News Item, A
Nobody's Boy
Occult, The
Old Doc Yak
On Her Wedding Day
One of the Rabble
Our Wives
Outlaw, The
Outwitting a Rival
Painter's Ruse, The
Partners in Crime
Paying for Silence
Paying the Price
Pearl of the Golden West, The
Police Inspector, The
Port of Doom, The
President Taft at Panama (Gaumont's Weekly)
Protector's Oldest Boy, The
Race for the Millions, The
Real Imposter, The
Red and White Roses, Part II
Regiment of Two, A
Reporter's Scoop, The
Rose of May, The
Roughing the Cub
Saw Wood
Scenario Writer, The
Sea Wolf, The
Sheriff's Honeymoon, The
Snake in His Bosom, A
Some Fools There Were
Spell, The
Stranger, The
Sure Tip, The
Tapped Wires
Terrible Outlaw, The
Three Suitors and a Dog
Toll of War, The
Tom Blake's Redemption
Traffic in Souls
Tramp Reporter, The
Union Eternal, The
Van Warden Rubies, The
Victim of Circumstances, A
Violin, The
Wanted, a Burglar
War Correspondent, The
War Correspondent, The
War Correspondents, The
Was She to Blame?
Watch Your Watch
Wedding Write-Up, The
When Paris Loves (aka Coeur de femme)
When the Circus Came to Town
When the Press Speaks
When the Worm Turned
Why Rags Left Home
Wolf of the City, The

1914
$5,000,000 Counterfeiting Plot, The
Across the Pacific
Active Life of Dolly of the Dailies, The: Affair of Dress, An
Active Life of Dolly of the Dailies, The: Chinese Fan, The
Active Life of Dolly of the Dailies, The: Dolly at the Helm
Active Life of Dolly of the Dailies, The: Dolly Plays Detective
Active Life of Dolly of the Dailies, The: End of the Umbrella, The
Active Life of Dolly of the Dailies, The: Ghost of Mother Eve, The
Active Life of Dolly of the Dailies, The: Last Assignment, The
Active Life of Dolly of the Dailies, The: On the Heights
Active Life of Dolly of the Dailies, The: Perfect Truth, The
Active Life of Dolly of the Dailies, The: Putting One Over
Active Life of Dolly of the Dailies, The: Terror of the Night, A
Active Life of Dolly of the Dailies, The: Tight Squeeze, A
Adventure of Stolen Slipper, The - Octavius, the Amateur Detective
Adventure of the Hasty Elopement, The - Octavius, the Amateur Detective
Adventures of a Girl Reporter, The
Adventures of Kitty Cobb, The
Aftermath, The
Allah 3311
Andy Plays Cupid
Another Chance
Arthur Truman's Ward
Arty, the Artist
As Fate Willed
Atlantis
Back to Broadway
Beat of the Year, The
Behind the Footlights
Black Thirteen
Boob Detective, The (aka The Sherlock Boob)
Boy and the Law, A
Broken Bottle, The
Busy Day, A
By Parcel Post
By Unseen Hand
Chechako, The
Claws of Greed, The
Coals of Fire
Conspiracy, The
Conspirators, The
Counterfeit, The
Countess, The
Country Mouse, The
Cry in the Night, A
Cub Reporter's Assignment, The
Curse of the Scarabee Ruby, The (aka La scarabee rouge)
Cycle of Adversity, The
Daughters of Men, The
Day of Days, The
Deal in Real Estate, A
Detective Kelly
Devil's Signature, The
Doc Yak, Moving Picture Artist
Dr. Goudron's System (aka Le systeme du docteur Fgoudron et du professeur Plume)
Drift, The
Ernest Maltravers
Eugenic Girl, The
Every Inch a King
Exploits of Elaine, The: Clutching Hand, The
Fable of the Author and the Dear Public and the Plate of Mush, The
Face to Face
Facing the Gatling Guns (aka Facing the Gatling Guns)
Fantomas Versus Fantomas (aka Fantomas Against Fantomas, Fantomas contre Fantomas, La policier apache)
Fantomas: Crook Detective, The (No. 4)
Fantomas: False Magistrate, The (aka Le Faux magistrat)
Fantomas: Man in Black, The
Fantomas: Mysterious Finger Print, The
Fantomas: Phantom Crook, The
Fedora
Finger Prints
Fire and Sword
Floating Call, The
Flower of Faith, The (aka The Flower of Fate)
For Her Father's Sins
For the Last Edition
Forcing Dad's Consent
Forgetting
Four Thirteen (aka 413)
Freckles
Friend in Need, A
Fugitive From Justice, A
Game of Life, The
Gatans barn (aka Street Children, Children of the Streets)
Genius, The
Gentleman from Mississippi, A
Getting a Hunch
Gilded Kidd, The
Girl and the Explorer, The
Girl of the People, A
Goat, The
Grass County Goes Dry
Great Bullion Robbery, The
Great Mistake, The
Great Python Robbery, The
Greater Love, The
Hear No Evil
Her Big Scoop
Her Great Scoop
Higher Impulse, The
His Doctor's Orders
His First Case
His Highness, the Prince
His Last Chance
His Sob Story
Hop Smugglers, The
House of Correction, The (aka Bagnes d'enfants)
How He Lost His Trousers
Idler, The
If I Were Young Again
Imp Abroad, The
In Mizzoura
In Quest of a Story
In Spite of the Evidence
In the Stretch
Inspector's Story, The
Jerry's Uncle Namesake
Jewel of Allah, The
Jimmy
Jimmy Kelley and the Kidnappers,
John Barleycorn
Joke on Jane, The
Kid's Nap, The
Klondike Bubble, The
Lamb, The Woman, The Wolf, The
Last Battle, The (aka L'ultima battaglia)
Letter That Never Came Out, The
Life of Big Tim Sullivan, The; or, from Newsboy to Senator
Lights and Shadows
Little Lord Fauntleroy
Long Arm of the Law, The
Lost, Strayed or Stolen
Love Disguised
Lunatics, The
Lupin, the Gentleman Burglar (aka La redenzione di Raffles)
Mabel at the Wheel
Making a Living
Making of a Newspaper, The
Making of Bobby Burnit, The
Man for A'That, A
Man in Black, The
Martin Eden
Master Crook, The
Master Force, The
Mayor's Manicure, The
McBride's Bride
Mexican Mine Fraud, A, or The Game That Failed)
Midnight Alarm, The
Militant Suffragette, A
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Airship in the Night, The (aka A Call in the Night)
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Drawn Into the Quicksand (aka Treachery in the Household)
Million Dollar Mystery, The: At the Bottom of the Sea
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Blank Sheet of Paper, A
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Borrowed Hydroplane, The (aka Another Trap Set)
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Coaching Party of the Countess, The
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Documents in the Treasure Box, The (aka A Packet of Papers)
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Doom of the Auto Bandits, The
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Eavesdropper. The (aka The Past a Blank)
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Elusive Treasure Box, The
Million Dollar Mystery, The: False Friend, The (aka The Master's Man)
Million Dollar Mystery, The: In the Path of the Fast Express
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Leap from an Ocean Liner, The (aka The Leap in the Dark)
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Missing Million, The (aka The Mystery Solved)
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Safe in the Lonely Warehouse, The
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Secret Agent From Russia, The (aka An Agent From Russia)
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Top Floor Flat, The
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Tracked by the Secret Service (aka Norton Makes a Discovery)
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Trapped by the Flames (aka the Masked Ball)
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Waterloo of the Conspirators, The (aka A Night of Adventures)
Million Dollar Mystery, The: Wiles of a Woman, The
Million, The
Millions for Defence
Modern Free-Lance, A
Mongrel and Master
Mother's Choice (aka A Mother's Choice)
Mother's Heart, A
Motherhood and Politics?
Mysterious Lodger, The
Mysterious Mr. Davey
Mystery of Room 643, The
Mystery of the Glass Cage, The
New Reporter, The
Newsboy Tenor, The
Night Riders of Petersham, The
Nihilists, The
Nurse and the Counterfeiter, The
Old Letter, The
On Christmas Eve
On Moonshine Mountain
On Suspicion
On the Minute
One Wonderful Night
Only a Sister
Our Mutual Girl No. 16
Our Mutual Girl No. 20
Our Mutual Girl No. 22
Our Mutual Girl No. 25
Our Mutual Girl No. 29
Our Mutual Girl No. 3
Our Mutual Girl No. 33
Our Mutual Girl No. 6
Our Mutual Girl, No. 50
Pawns of Destiny
Perfume of the Lady in Black, The (aka Le derniere incarnation de Larsan; La Parfum de la Dame en Noir)
Perils of Pauline, The: Episode Seven: Tragic Plunge, A
Perplexed Bridegroom, The
Phantom Cracksman, The
Pickles, Art and Sauerkraut
Plot, The
Political Boss, The
Politics and the Press
Power of Print, The
Power of the Press, The
Prince of India, A
Question and Answer Man, The
Rajah's Vacation, The
Real Miss Loveleigh, The
Reporter Jimmie Intervenes
Reporter on the Case, The
Rightful Heir, The
Romance of the Mexican Revolution, A
Royal Survivor, A
Scar, The
Scooped by Cupid
Shadows
Siege of Liege, The
Silent Peril, The
Slim Becomes an Editor
Sob Sister, The
Some Steamer Scooping (aka Some Steamer Snooping)
Something to a Door (aka Something to Adore)
Sophia's Imaginary Visitors
Spirit of the Conqueror, The; Or, the Napoleon of Labor
Stain, The
Star Gazer, The
Steve O'Grady's Chance
Strenuous Scoop, A
Suppressed News
Susanna's New Suit
Swede Larson
Symphony of Souls, The
Terrible Alternative, The
Their Cheap Vacation
Through Fire to Fortune; or, The Sunken Village
Tillie's Punctured Romance
Toll of Love, The
Tragedy of Room 17
Tragedy of the Orient, A
Trapped in the Great Metropolis
Tribunal of Conscience, The (A Tribunal of Conscience)+A691
Trunk Mystery, The
Truth Wagon, The
Typographical Error, A
Uncle Bill
United in Danger
Universal Boy as the Newsboy's Friend,
Universal Boy Solves the Chinese Mystery No. 4
Unplanned Elopement, The
Vampire's Trail, The
Via the Fire Escape
Votes for Men
Waifs
War Dog, The
War Extra, The
Weights and Measures
Wharf Rats, The
When Eddie Went to the Front
When His Ship Comes In
When Sorrow Fades
Where Is Coletti?
Wife, The
Win(k)some Widow, The
Within Three Hundred Pages
Without Hope
Woman Scorned, A
Wrong Miss Wright, The
Yellow Streak, The
Zingo and the White Elephant ) (aka The Extraordinary Adventures of Saturino Farandola. Le avventure straordinarie Farandola).
Zudora: Case of the Perpetual Glare, The (aka The Mystery of the Perpetual Glare)
Zudora: Mystery of the Dutch Cheese Maker, The (aka The Mystery of the Cheese Maker)
Zudora: Mystery of the Sleeping House, The (aka The Sleeping House Mystery)
Zudora: Mystic Message of the Spotted Collar, The (aka The Mystery of the Spotted Collar)
Zudora: Secret of the Haunted Hills, The (aka The Mystery of the Haunted Hills)
Zurora: Case of the McWinter Family, The

1915
$1,000 Reward
Above Par
Added Fuel
Adventure of the Yellow Curl Papers, The (The Mystery of the Yellow Curl Papers). KILL?
After Dark
All Aboard
Altar of Ambition, The
Amber Vase
Ambition
Among Those Killed
Animated Weekly, No. 179.
Bachelor's Burglar
Bachelor's Romance, The
Better Woman, The
Beyond His Fondest Hopes
Billy's Scoop
Bit O'Heaven
Black Box, The: Episode Fifteenth: "The Black Box"
Black Envelope, The
Black Eyes
Black Spot, The
Blood Taint, The
Bobby's Medal
Booming Trixie
Breaking the Shackles
Breaks of the Game, The
Bridge of Sighs, The
Broken Coin, The: Episode Eight: The Prison in the Palace
Broken Coin, The: Episode Eighteen: Underground City, The
Broken Coin, The: Episode Eleven: Clash of Arms, The
Broken Coin, The: Episode Fifteen: Deluge, The
Broken Coin, The: Episode Five: Underground Foe, The
Broken Coin, The: Episode Four: Face at the Window, The
Broken Coin, The: Episode Fourteen: On the Battle Field
Broken Coin, The: Episode Nine: Room 22
Broken Coin, The: Episode Nineteen: Sacred Fire, The
Broken Coin, The: Episode One: Broken Coin, The
Broken Coin, The: Episode Seven: Between Two Fires
Broken Coin, The: Episode Seventeen: Castaways, The
Broken Coin, The: Episode Six: Startling Discovery, A
Broken Coin, The: Episode Sixteen: Kitty in Danger
Broken Coin, The: Episode Ten: Cornered
Broken Coin, The: Episode Thirteen: War
Broken Coin, The: Episode Three: When the Throne Rocked
Broken Coin, The: Episode Twelve: Cry in the Dark, A
Broken Coin, The: Episode Twenty-One: Timely Rescue, A
Broken Coin, The: Episode Twenty-Two: American Queen, An
Broken Coin, The: Episode Twenty: Danger on the High Seas
Broken Coin, The: Episode Two: Satan of the Sands, The
Buckshot John
Business Buccaneer, A
Cabaret Singer, The
Call of the City, The
cats, Cash and a Cookbook
Caught
Cave on Thunder Cloud, The
Celestial Code, The
Chadford Diamonds, The
Chiefly Concerning Males
Chimmie Fadden
Chimmie Fadden Out West (aka Out West)
Chinatown Mystery, The
Chinese Lottery, The
Chronicles of Bloom Center, The: Landing of the Hose Reel
Chronicles of Bloom Center, The: Perkin's Pep Producer
Chronicles of Bloom Center, The: Run on Percy, The
Chronicles of Bloom Center, The: Shoo Fly
Chronicles of Bloom Center, The: Thing or Two in Movies, A
Chronicles of Boom Center, The: Come Back of Percy, The
Clause in the Constitution, The
Clean-Up, The
Comeback, The
Condemning Circumstances, The
Country Boy, The
Country Girl, The
Cousin Clara's Cook Book
Crime of Thought, The
Cub and the Daisy Chain, The
Cub, The
Cupid's Column
Daughter of Earth, A
Daughter of Kings
Decision of the Court, A
Decoy
Despair
District Attorney, The
Does It End Right?
Does It Pay to Advertise? (aka Does Advertising Pay)
Dot on the Day Line Boat
Double Crossing of Slim, The
Earl's Adventure, The
Ebb Tide (aka Ebbtide)
Exploits of Elaine, The: Blood Crystals, The
Exploits of Elaine, The: Death Ray, The
Exploits of Elaine, The: Devil Worshippers, The
Exploits of Elaine, The: Double Trap, the
Exploits of Elaine, The: Frozen Safe, The
Exploits of Elaine, The: Hidden Voice, The
Exploits of Elaine, The: Hour of Three, The
Exploits of Elaine, The: Life Current, The
Exploits of Elaine, The: Poisoned Room, The
Exploits of Elaine, The: Reckoning, The
Exploits of Elaine, The: Twilight Sleep, The
Exploits of Elaine, The: Vampire, The
Exploits of Elaine, The: Vanishing Jewels, The
Exposure, The
Eye for an Eye
Failure, The
Fate's Alibi
Fate's Protecting Arm
Fathers Three
Fatty's New Role
Flash Light, The (aka The Flashlight)
Flooey and Axel
Foiling Father's Foes
Foolish Fat Flora
Forged Testament, The
Fortune Hunter, A
Fortunes of Mariana, The
Frame Up, The (aka The Frame-Up)
Galloper, The
Gang's New Member, The
Gentleman from Indiana, The
Getting Father's Goat
Girl and the Game, The
Girl and the Reporter, The
Girl of the Sea, The
Girl Who Had a Soul, The
Girl, a Guard and a Garret, A
Graft 1: Liquor and the Law
Graft 2: Tenement House Evil, The
Graft 3: Traction Garb, The
Great Adventure, The
Happier Man, The
Hattie the Hair Heiress
He Wouldn't Support His Wife
Hearst-Selig Newsreel No. 10
Hearst-Selig Newsreel No. 26
Hearst-Selig Newsreel No. 28
Hearst-Selig Newsreel No. 29
Hearst-Selig Newsreel No. 30
Hearst-Selig Newsreel No. 34
Hearst-Selig Newsreel No. 36
Heart of a Vagabond, The
Heart Punch, The
Heart's Hunger
Her Buried Past
Her Inspiration
Her Prey
Her Proper Place
Her Vocation
High Hand, The
His I.O.U.
His Last Trick
His Last Word
His Return
His Romany Wife
Home Cure, The
Honor of Kenneth McGrath, The
Honor Thy Father
House of Tears, The
House That Jack Moved, The
How Cissy Made Good
How Molly Malone Made Good (aka How Molly Made Good)
Human Octopus, The
Hungarian Nabob, The
I'm Glad My Boy Grew Up to be a Soldier
Ill Starred Babbie
Ima Simp's Dream
In the Line of Duty
Ingratitude of Liz Taylor, The
Inner Chamber, The
Inside Tip, An
Is Christmas a Bore?
It May Be You
Jarr Family No. 1, The: The Jarr Family Discovers Harlem
Judge Not; Or the Woman of Mona Diggings
Juggernaut, The
Just Like a Woman
Kick-Out, The (aka Kick Out, The)
Kidnapped Stockbroker, The
King of the Wire, The
Lady of the Snows
LeGrand's Revenge
Little Mr. Fixer (aka Billy's Cupidity)
Little Orphans, The
Little Pal
Little Puritan, The
Lost House, The
Lucky Transfer, The
Magnate of Paradise, The
Making a Great Newspaper
Man and His Money, A
Man in the Attic, The
Man Who Never Was Caught, The
Man Who Vanished
Man's Making, A
Marble Heart, The
Marvelous Marathoner
Master Rogues of Europe, The
Matchmakers, The
Mating, The
Mechanical Man, The
Merely Players
Milady's Boudoir
Million Dollar Mystery: Missing Million, The (aka the Secret of the Million, The Solution of the Million Dollar Mystery
Modern Enoch Arden, A
Motor Boat Bandits, The
Mr. Buttles
Mrs. Plum's Pudding
Mrs. Van Alden's Jewels
Mumps
Mutual Monograph No. 1: "With Julian Street and Wallace Morgan"
Mysteries of the Grand Hotel: Chapter Twelve: Man in Irons, The
Mystery of Room 13, The
Mystic Jewel, The
Mystic Well, The
Nabbed
New Editor, The
New Exploits of Elaine, The: Cryptic Ring, The
New Exploits of Elaine, The: Ear in the Wall, The
New Exploits of Elaine, The: Opium Smugglers, The
New Exploits of Elaine, The: Saving Circles, The
New Exploits of Elaine, The: Serpent Sign, The
New Exploits of Elaine, The: Shadows of War
New Exploits of Elaine, The: Spontaneous Combuston
New Exploits of Elaine, The: Tell-Tale Heart, The
New Exploits of Elaine, The: Vengeance of Wu Fang, The
New Exploits of Elaine, The: Watching Eye, The
Newly Rich, The
Newspaper Nemesis, A
Nobody Would Believe
Old Doctor, The
Old Shoemaker, The
Olive's Opportunities: Olive's Greatest Opportunity
On the Bread Line
On the Dawn Road
On the Private Wire
On the Table Top
On the Wrong Track
One Flight Up
One Man's Evil
Other Girl, The
Other Man, The
Other Sister, The
Otherwise Billy Harrison
Out of the Sea
Pardoned
Pathe News No. 16
Pathe News No. 75
Pathe News No. 77
Patsy Bolivar No. 7: Patsy in a Seminary
Phantom Extra, The
Plot and Counterplot
Polly of the Pots and Pans
Poor Relation, A
Poor Schmaltz
Power of Prayer, The
Power of Publicity, The
Pretty Policeman
Price for Folly, A
Print of the Nails, The
Protest, The
Providence and Mrs. Urmy
Recoil, The
Reform Candidate, The
Refugees, The
Regenerating Love, The
Reprisal, The
Retribution
Reward, The
Right to Happiness, The
Right to Live, The
Rise and Fall of Officer 13, The
Road of Strife, No. 13
Romance of Elaine, The: Conspirators, The
Romance of Elaine, The: Death Cloud, The
Romance of Elaine, The: Disappearing Helmets, The
Romance of Elaine, The: Flash, The
Romance of Elaine, The: Gray Friar, The
Romance of Elaine, The: Life Chain, The
Romance of Elaine, The: Lost Torpedo, The
Romance of Elaine, The: Search Light Gun, The
Romance of Elaine, The: Submarine Harbor, The
Romance of Elaine, The: Triumph of Elaine, The
Romance of Elaine, The: Vanishing Man, The
Romance of Elaine, The: Wireless Detective, The
Running Fight, The
Sammy, the Cub Reporter
Saved by a Skirt
Scandal
Scoop at Belleville, The (aka Scoop at Bellville, The)
Selina of the Weeklies
Seventh Commandment, The
Shadow of Fear, The
Should a Wife Forgive?
Slim Princess, The
Snapshots
Soldier's Oath, A
Stanley in Darkest Africa: Stanley and the Slave Traders
Stanley in Darkest Africa: Stanley and the Voodoo Worshippers
Stanley in Darkest Africa: Stanley at Starvation Camp
Stanley in Darkest Africa: Stanley in Darkest Africa - Concluding Chapter
Stanley in Darkest Africa: Stanley's Close Call
Stanley in Darkest Africa: Stanley's Search for the Hidden City
Stanley in Darkest Africa: White King of the Zaras, The
Starring of Flora Finch, The
Stolen Ruby, The
Studio Escapade, A
Stung
Substitute Widow, A
Suburban, The
Such a War
Sue
Supreme Impulse, The
Tangled Paths
Test, The
That Poor Damp Cow
Thirty
Thou Shalt Not Kill
Toy-Maker of Leyden, The
Truth About Helen, The
Two and Two
Two Women and One Hat
Unafraid, The
Uncle John
Uncle's Last Letter
Urchin
Van Thornton Diamonds, The
Vanishing Cinderella, The
Villainous Vegetable Vendor, The
Voice From the Sea, A
Voice in the Night, The (aka A Voice in the Night)
Waif, The
Wasted Lives
Way He Won the Widow, The
What Will People Say?
When Cupid Caught a Thief
When Empty Hearts Are Filled
When Husbands Go to War
When Love Is Love
When the Wires Crossed
Where Our Morning Paper Comes From
Where's Oliver
Whiffles at the Front
White Light of Publicity, The
White Mask, The
White Terror, The
Who Violates the Law
Winning Loser, The
With the Help of the Ladies
Witness, The
Woman Who Lied, The
Woman Who Paid, The
Woman Without a Soul, A
Woman, The
Woman's Past, A
Wrong Label, The
You Can't Always Tell
Young Man Who Figgered
Young Romance
Zudora: Bag of Diamonds, A
Zudora: Battle of the Bridge, The (aka The Battle on the Bridge)
Zudora: Cipher Code, The
Zudora: Gentlemen Crooks and the Lady, The
Zudora: Island of Mystery
Zudora: Kidnapped, Or the Mystery of the Missing Heir (aka the Missing Heir)
Zudora: Message from the Heart, The
Zudora: Missing Million, The (aka The Missing Millions)
Zudora: Mystery of the Lost Ships, The (aka The Phantom of the Future)
Zudora: Prisoner in the House, The (aka The Prisoner in the Pilot House)
Zudora: Richest Woman in the World, The
Zudora: Robbery of the Ruby Coronet, The (aka The Rubty Coronet)
Zudora: Secret of Dr. Munn's Sanitarium, The (aka A Raid on the Madhouse)
Zudora: The Foiled Elopement, Or the Mystery of the Chang Case, The (aka The Hypnotic Power of Mr. Chang)

1916
Accusing Voice, The (aka O'Hagan's Scoop)
Ace of Hearts
Acquitted
Animated Weekly, No. 11
Animated Weekly, No. 18
Argonauts of California 1849, The
Artie the Millionaire Kid
As the Candle Burned
Atonement, The
Avenger, The
Badgered
Battle of Chile Con Carne, The
Beatrice Fairfax: Adventures of the Jealous Wife
Beatrice Fairfax: At the Ainsley Ball
Beatrice Fairfax: Billie's Romance
Beatrice Fairfax: Curiosity
Beatrice Fairfax: Forbidden Room, The
Beatrice Fairfax: Hidden Menace, The
Beatrice Fairfax: Mimosa San
Beatrice Fairfax: Missing Watchman, The
Beatrice Fairfax: Name for the Baby, A
Beatrice Fairfax: Outside the Law
Beatrice Fairfax: Playball
Beatrice Fairfax: Ringer, The
Beatrice Fairfax: Stone God, The
Beatrice Fairfax: Wages of Sin, The
Beatrice Fairfax: Wristwatches
Begger King, The
Beloved Liar, The
Billionaire, The
Billy Van Deusen's Fiancée
Billy Van Deusen's Wedding Eve
Billy's War Brides
Bonds of Deception
Bum Steer, A
Burglars' Picnic
By Stork Delivery
Captain Jinks of the Horse Marines
Chip Off the Old Block, A
Chip’s Elopement
Chronicles of Bloom Center, The: Apple Butter (Episode 10)
Chronicles of Bloom Center, The: Manicure Girl, The (Episode 7A)
Chronicles of Bloom Center, The: No Sir-ee Bob! (Episode 8)
Chronicles of Bloom Center, The: Spooks (Episode 7B)
Chronicles of Bloom Center, The: When the Circus Came to Town (Episode 9)
Clarion, The
Claudia
Coney Island
Conscience of John David, The
Convicted for Murder
Craving, The
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: Bloodhound, The
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: Brand of Satan, The
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: Broken Spell, The
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: Despoiling Brutes
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: Devil's Symphony, The
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: Figure in Black, The
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: Haunting Spectre, The
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: Human Tiger, The
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: In the Demon's Spell
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: In the Shadow of Death
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: Infernal Fiend, The
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: Mysterious Disappearance, The
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: Phantom Image, The
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: Restless Spirit, The
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: Tortured Soul, The
Crimson Stain Mystery, The: Unmasking, The
Crooked Road, The
Cupid Trims His Lordship
Daring of Diana, The
Desperate Remedy, A
Destroyers, The
Devil, the Servant and the Man, The
Devil's Prize, The
Discard, The
Dolly's Scoop
Doorsteps
Dora Brandes
Double-Crossing the Dean
Dragnet, The
Dragon, The
Dreamy Dud in the African War Zone
Dust
Election Bet, The
End of the Rainbow, The
Face in the Mirror
Fantomas: Crook Detective, The No. 4
Fantomas: False Magistrate, The No. 5.
Fantomas: Man in Black, The No. 2
Fantomas: Mysterious Finger Print, The No. 3
Fantomas: Phantom Crook, The No. 1
Fifty-Fifty
Final Payment
Fit for Burning
For the Governor's Chair
Four Months
Fourth Estate, The
Freddie Foils the Floaters
Germs and Microbes
Girl and the Game, The: Episode One: Helen's Race with Death
Girl From Chicago, The
Girl From Frisco, The: Episode Nineteen: Stain of Chuckawalla
Girl From Frisco, The: Episode Seven: The Gun Runners
Gloria's Romance: No. 8: Mesh of Mystery, The
Gloria's Romance: No. 9: Shadow of Scandal, The
Graft #10: Harbor Transportation Trust, The
Graft #11: Illegal Bucket Shops, The
Graft #12: Milk Battle, The
Graft #13: Powder Trust and the War, The
Graft #14: Iron Ring, The
Graft #15: Patent Medicine Danger, The
Graft #16: Pirates of Finance, The
Graft #17: Queen of the Prophets
Graft #18: Hidden City of Crime, The
Graft #19: Photo Badger Game, The
Graft #20: Final Conquest, The
Graft #4: Power of the People, The
Graft #5: Grinding Life Down
Graft #6: Railroad Monopoly, The
Graft #7: America Saved From War
Graft #8: Old King Coal
Graft #9: Insurance Swindlers, The
Grant, Police Reporter: #1: The Code Letter
Grant, Police Reporter: #10: The Tiger's Claw
Grant, Police Reporter: #11: A Mission of State
Grant, Police Reporter: #2: The Missing Heiress
Grant, Police Reporter: #3: The Pencil Clue
Grant, Police Reporter: #4: The Man From Yukon
Grant, Police Reporter: #5: The Rogue's Pawn
Grant, Police Reporter: #6: The House of Three Deuces
Grant, Police Reporter: #7: The Wizard's Plot
Grant, Police Reporter: #8: The Trunk Mystery
Grant, Police Reporter: #9: The Menace
Green Stockings
Grip of Evil: Episode Eleven: Mammon and Moloch
Grip of Evil: Episode Seven: Butterflies, The
Guilty Ones, The
Half a Rogue
He Wrote Poetry
Head of the House, The (aka The Master of the House)
Hearst International News Pictorial No 48 Reporter
Heart Breakers, The
Heart of New York, The
Heart of Virginia Keep, The
Her Double Life
Her Father's Gold
Her Greatest Story
Her Luckless Scheme
Her Wedding Day
Hero of Submarine D-2, The
Hidden Law, The
His Highness, the Janitor
His Little Story
His Picture in the Papers
Hoodoo Ann
Husks of Love
Idol of the Stage, The
Innocence of Lizette, The
Invisible Enemy, The
Is Any Girl Safe?
Is Marriage Sacred?
Jester, The
Just for a Kid
Kid, The
Killed by Whom?
Leopard's Bride, The
Life's Harmony
Lightbearer, The
Little Liar, The
Little Orphan, The (aka Little Miss Nobody)
Lord Loveland Discovers America
Lost in Babylon
Lottery Man, The
Love and Journalism (aka Karlek Och Journalistik)
Love's Crossed Trail (aka Behind Closed Doors)
Lovely Mary
Main Spring, The (aka Mainspring, The)
Making of Maddalena, The
Man for A' That
Man From Manhattan, The
Man Who Called After Dark, The
Manager of the B & A, The
Matchmakers, The
Millionaire Billie
Misleading Lady, The
Moral Fabric, The
Newspaper in the Making
Night Out, A
Nosey Ned
Not in the News
Otto the Hero
Otto the Reporter
Our People
Out of the Mist
Pacifist, The
Paramount Pictograph. 35th Edition: Converting Wood into Paper
Paste and Politics
Pastures Green
Patented by Ham
Pathe News No. 18
Pathe News Weekly Man
Patterson of the News
Peace at Any Price
Perils of Our Girl Reporters, The: Jade Necklace, The
Peter, the Hermit
Phantom Island, The
Plain Jane
Plotters and Paper
Potts Bungles Again
Power of the Press, The
Professor Jeremy's Experiment
Professor's Peculiar Precautions
Public Opinion
Pursuing Vengeance, The
Reapers, The
Rejuvenation of Aunt Mary, The
Return of John Boston, The
Reward of Chivalry, The
River Goddess, The
Robbing the Fishes
Romeo of the Coal Wagon
Rummy, The
Sammy's Semi-Suicide
Sapville's Stalwart Son
Saving the Family Name
Scarlet Mark, The
Scarlet Runner, The: Episode No. 6: The Mysterious Motor Car
Sea Nymphs
Selig-Tribune #11
Selig-Tribune #52
Selig-Tribune #68
Selig-Tribune #7
Selig-Tribune #8
Shell Forty-Three (aka Shell 43)
Sheriff of Plumas, The
Shielding Shadow, The: Episode Four: The Earthquake
Sign of the Spade, The
Sister to Cain, A
Small Town Stuff
Social Outcast, A
Social Pirates, The: Chapter 11: The Fangs of the Tattler
Social Pirates, The: Chapter 14: The Music Swindlers
Social Pirates, The: Chapter 15: Black Magic
Social Secretary, The
Sons of Satan
Soul at Stake, A
Soul Mates
Stolen Triumph, The
Strange Case of Mary Page, The: Chapter Three: The Web
Strange Case of Mary Page, The: Chapter Eleven: The Raid
Strange Case of Mary Page, The: Chapter Four: The Mark
Stranger in New York, A
Terrible Tragedy, A
That Lovely Widow (aka That Lonely Widow)
Too Bad, Eddie
Torch Bearer, The
Touch of the Key, The
Treasure of Heaven, The
Truth and Justice
Two News Items
Two Seats at the Opera
Two Smiths and a Haff
Unborn, The
Unexpected Scoop, An
Unhand Me, Villain!
Unwritten Law, The
Upheaval, The
Vampires, Les: Dead Man's Escape+A1376
Vampires, Les: Hypnotic Eyes (aka The Eyes That Hold, The Eyes That Fascinate)
Vampires, Les: Satanas
Vampires, Les: The Poisoner (aka The Poison Man)
Vampires, Les: The Red Codebook (aka The Red Notebook)
Vampires, Les: The Ring That Kills
Vampires, Les: The Severed Head (aka The Detective's Head)
Vampires, Les: The Spectre (aka The Ghost)
Vampires, Les: The Terrible Wedding (aka The Blood Wedding)
Vampires, Les: The Thunder Master (aka The Master of Thunder)
Vengeance Is Mine!
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of St. Louis
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketch Book of Washington
Vernon Howe Bailee's Sketchbook
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketchbook of Berlin
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketchbook of Boston
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketchbook of Chicago
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketchbook of London
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketchbook of New Orleans
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketchbook of Paris
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketchbook of Petrograd
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketchbook of Philadelphia
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketchbook of Rome
Vernon Howe Bailey's Sketchbook of San Francisco
Voice in the Night, The
Wandering Horde
Way of the World, The
What Doris Did
What Love Can Do (aka Wheels of Power)
Wheat and the Chaff, The
Wheel of Justice, The (aka The Wheel of the Law)
Where Love Leads
Winning Number, The
With the Dardanelles Expedition (The Disastrous Dardanelles Expedition)
Woman He Feared, The
Woman in 47, The
Woman in Politics, The
Woman Who Did Not Care, The
Woman's Law, The
Woman's Way, A
Won by One
Wooing at Aunt Jemina
Would You Forgive Her?

1917
Amateur Orphan, An
American Girl Series, The: Black Rider of Tasajara, The
American Girl Series, The: Door in the Mountain, The
American Girl Series, The: Fate of Juan Garcia, The
American Girl Series, The: Ghost of the Desert, The
American Girl Series, The: Golden Eagle Trail, The
American Girl Series, The: Lost Legion of the Border, The
American Girl Series, The: Man From Tia Juana, The
American Girl Series, The: Man Hunt at San Remo, The
American Girl Series, The: Phantom Mine, The
American Girl Series, The: Pot o' Gold, The
American Girl Series, The: Secret of Lost Valley, The
American Girl Series, The: Skeleton Canyon Raid, The
American Girl Series, The: Trapping of Two-Bit Tuttle, The
American Girl Series, The: Tyrant of Chiracahua, The
American Girl Series, The: Vanished Line Rider, The
American Girl Series, The: Vulture of Skull Mountains, The

Animated Weekly No. 78
Apartment 29
Apple Tree Girl, The
Bab's Matinee Idol
Battle of Let's Go, The
Beauty Doctor, The
Beloved Adventuress, The
Betty, Be Good (aka Betty Be Good)
Bit of Kindling, A
Blissful Calamity, A
Blood-Stained Russia
Bobby and Company
Bond of Fear, The
Bondage
Broadway, Arizona
Calendar Girl, The
Case at Law, A
Caught in the Act
Clean-Up, The
Clever Mrs. Carfax, The
Co-respondent, The
Dangerous Double, A
Darkest Russia
Daughter of Daring, A: No. 8: Railroad Smuggler, The
Daughter of the Poor, A
Double Room Mystery, The
Double Standard, The
Draft 258
Easiest Way, The
Eternal Love
Fatal Ring, The: Borrowed Identity
Fatal Ring, The: Crushing Walls, The
Fatal Ring, The: Crystal Maze, The
Fatal Ring, The: Dagger Duel, The
Fatal Ring, The: Danger Underground
Fatal Ring, The: Dash of Arabia, A
Fatal Ring, The: Death Weight, The
Fatal Ring, The: Desperate Chance, A
Fatal Ring, The: Dice of Death, The
Fatal Ring, The: Double Disguise, The
Fatal Ring, The: End of the Trail, The
Fatal Ring, The: Painted Safe, The
Fatal Ring, The: Perilous Plunge, The
Fatal Ring, The: Rays of Death
Fatal Ring, The: Short Circuit, The
Fatal Ring, The: Signal Lantern, The
Fatal Ring, The: Subterfuge, The
Fatal Ring, The: Switch in the Safe, The
Fatal Ring, The: Violet Diamond, The
Fatal Ring, The: Warning on the Ring, The
Fibbers, The
Finish, The
Flashlight, The
Flirting with Death
Flower of Doom, The
Food Gamblers, The
For Lack of Evidence
Forbidden Game, The
Fringe of Society, The
Gale of Verse, A
Gallegher
Girl God Made for Jones, The
Girl in the Frame, The
Girl Reporter's Scoop, The
Girl Who Won Out, The
God's Man
Golden Idiot, The
Golden Lotus
Grant, Police Reporter: #12: The House of Secrets
Grant, Police Reporter: #13: The Trail of Graft
Grant, Police Reporter: #14: The Black Circle
Grant, Police Reporter: #15: The Violet Ray
Grant, Police Reporter: #16: The Net of Intrigue
Grant, Police Reporter: #17: The Trap
Grant, Police Reporter: #18: Winged Diamonds
Grant, Police Reporter: #19: The Screened Vault
Grant, Police Reporter: #20: The Mirror of Fear
Grant, Police Reporter: #21: The Veiled Thunderbolt
Grant, Police Reporter: #22: In the Web of the Spider
Grant, Police Reporter: #23: The Missing Financier (aka The Vanishing Financier)
Grant, Police Reporter: #24: The Secret of the Borgias
Grant, Police Reporter: #25: The Vanishing Bishop
Grant, Police Reporter: #26: Mystery of Room 422
Grant, Police Reporter: #27: A Deal in Bonds
Grant, Police Reporter: #28: The Man with the Limp
Grant, Police Reporter: #29: Sign of the Scarf
Happiness
Hashimura Togo
Hate
Hater of Men, The
Hearst Pathe News No. 31
Held by the Enemy
Hell Morgan's Girl
Her Hour
Her Official Fathers
Her Sister
Hindu Hoodoo, A
Hoodooed Story, The
House of Cards
I Will Repay
In Again, Out Again (aka In Again - Out Again)
Innocent Sinner, The
Island of Desire, The
It's Cheaper to be Married
Jewel in Pawn, A
Jilted in Jail
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Alibi, The
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Below the Deadline
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Counterefeit Five, The
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Devil's Work, The
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Fight for Honor, A
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Good for Evil
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Grey Seal, The
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Man Higher Up, The
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Metzer Murder Mystery, The
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Rogue's Defeat, A
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Sheep Among Wolves, A
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Stolen Rubies, The
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Tapped Wires, The
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Two Crooks and a Knave
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Underdog, The
Jimmie Dale, Alias the Grey Seal: Victory, The
Kicked Out
Kingdom of Hope, The
Little Brother, The
Little Miss Optimist
Little Terror, The
Local Color
Lone Larry
Long-Green Trail, the
Lost and Won
Love of Princess Olga, The
Macaroni Sleuth, A
Magnificent Meddler, The
Making a News Picture
Man Proposes
Man Trap, The
Man Who Saved the Day, The
Marriage Market, The
Mary Jane's Pa
Midnight Mystery, A
Mixed Color Scheme, A
Money Mill, The
Mothers of Men
Mr. Dolan of New York
Mr. Opp
Mr. Pringle and Success
Mrs. Balfame
Much Obliged
Mutual Weekly No, 148
Mutual Weekly No. 112+A1571
Mutual Weekly No. 141
Mystery of Number 47, The
Mystery of the Double Cross, The: Dead Come Back, The
Mystery of the Double Cross, The: Face of the Stranger, The
Mystery of the Double Cross, The: Hidden Brand, The
Mystery of the Double Cross, The: Hole-in-the-Wall, The
Mystery of the Double Cross, The: Hour to Live, An
Mystery of the Double Cross, The: Into Thin Air
Mystery of the Double Cross, The: Kidnapped
Mystery of the Double Cross, The: Lady in Number '7', The (aka The Girl in Number 7)
Mystery of the Double Cross, The: Life Current, The
Mystery of the Double Cross, The: Love's Sacrifice
Mystery of the Double Cross, The: Masked Stranger, The
Mystery of the Double Cross, The: Mystery of the Double Cross (aka The Double Cross)
Mystery of the Double Cross, The: Riddle of the Double Cross, The
Mystery of the Double Cross, The: Stranger Disposes, The
Mystery of the Double Cross, The: When Jail Birds Fly
Mystery Ship, The: Adrift
Mystery Ship, The: Crescent Scar, The
Mystery Ship, The: Fire God, The
Mystery Ship, The: Grip of Hate, The
Mystery Ship, The: Secret of the Tomb, The
Neglected Wife, The: Beyond Recall
Neglected Wife, The: Deepening Degradation
Neglected Wife, The: Desperation
Neglected Wife, The: Embittered Love
Neglected Wife, The: In the Crucible
Neglected Wife, The: Message on the Mirror, The
Neglected Wife, The: On the Precipice
Neglected Wife, The: Reckless Indiscretion, A
Neglected Wife, The: Relentless Fate, A
Neglected Wife, The: Revolving Pride
Neglected Wife, The: Sacrifice Supreme, A
Neglected Wife, The: Under Suspicion (aka The Crisis)
Neglected Wife, The: Veiled Intrigue, A
Neglected Wife, The: Weakening, The
Neglected Wife, The: Woman Alone, The
Night Workers, The
Nina, The Flower Girl
No Story
One Law for Both
Out of the Wreck
Over the Hill
Paddy O'Hara
Pardners
Penny Philanthropist, The
Perils of Our Girl Reporters: Ace High
Perils of Our Girl Reporters: Birds of Prey
Perils of Our Girl Reporters: Black Door, The
Perils of Our Girl Reporters: Counterfeiters, The
Perils of Our Girl Reporters: Kidnapped
Perils of Our Girl Reporters: Long Lane, A
Perils of Our Girl Reporters: Many a Slip
Perils of Our Girl Reporters: Meeting, The
Perils of Our Girl Reporters: Misjudged
Perils of Our Girl Reporters: Outwitted
Perils of Our Girl Reporters: Schemers, The
Perils of Our Girl Reporters: Smite of Conscience, The
Perils of Our Girl Reporters: Taking Chances
Perils of Our Girl Reporters: White Trail, The
Phantom Shotgun, The
Phantom's Secret, The
Polly Put the Kettle On
Pots and Poems (aka Potts and Poems)
Princess of Park Row, The
Princess Virtue
Reckless Romeo, A
Redemption
Reel Life No. 53: The Queerest Newspaper
Roadside Impresario, A
Rosie O'Grady
Rotogravure Section, The
Saint's Adventure, The
Sally in a Hurry
Scandal
Scarlet Car, The
Secret Kingdom, The: Chapter 13: The Tragic Masque
Secret of Eve, The
Seven Keys to Baldpate
Seven Pearls, The: Chapter Three: The Air Peril
Silence Sellers, The
Single Code, The
Sixteenth Wife, The
Skylight Room, The
Society's Driftwood
Sold at Auction
Some Nurse
Southern Justice
Square Deal, A
Stolen Actress, The
Storm Woman, The
Sylvia of the Secret Service
Thou Shalt Not Steal
Transgression
Trooper of Company K, A
Trouble Buster, The
Troublemakers (aka Trouble Makers)
Trufflers, The
Truthful Tulliver
Uneasy Money
Universal Screen Magazine No. 14
War Correspondents
What a Clue Will Do
When False Tongues Speak
Whose Wife?
Wild Girl, The
Woman Beneath, The
Wrath
Yankee Pluck

1918
Amarilly of Clothes-Line Alley
Back to the Woods
Bad News
Baree, Son of Kazan
Bill's Baby (aka Billy's Baby)
Birth of Democracy, The
Bit of Jade, A
Branding Broadway
Brass Check, The
Breakers Ahead
Broadway Bill
Broadway Scandal, A
Bud's Recruit
Burden of Proof, The
Caillaux Case, The
Caught in the Act
Danger Game, The
Daybreak
Dodging a Million
Empty Cab, The
Enchanted Profile, The
Face Value
Fair Enough
Fair Pretender, The
Fast Company
Find the Woman
Floor Below, The
Framing Framers
German Curse in Russia, The
Girl and the Judge, The
Girl in His House, The
Grand Passion, The (aka Boss of Powderville)
Gypsy Trail, The
Hand at the Window, The
Hands Up: Bride of the Sun
Hands Up: Celestial Messenger, The
Hands Up: Fatal Jewels, The
Hands Up: Flames of Vengeance
Hands Up: Last Warning, The (aka Third and Last Warning)
Hands Up: Leap Through Space, A
Hands Up: Missing Prince, The
Hands Up: Oracle's Decree, The
Hands Up: Phantom and the Girl, The
Hands Up: Phantom's Trail, The
Hands Up: Runaway Bride, The
Hands Up: Silver Book, The
Hands Up: Stranger From the Sea
Hands Up: Sun Message, The
Hands Up: Tossed Into the Torrent
Hanging Judge, The
Hearts of the World
Her Great Chance
Her Sister
Hick Manhattan
Hidden Fires
His Own Home Town
Jack Spurlock, Prodigal
King in Khaki, A
Lady of the Dugout, The
Law That Divides, The
Leap to Fame
Life Mask, The
Little Miss No-Account
Man Who Woke Up, The
Man's World, A
Master Crook, The
Merely Players
Midnight Burglar, The (aka Marylee Mixes In)
Midnight Trail, The
Million Dollar Mystery, The
Miss Innocence
Miss Mischief Maker
Mlle. Paulette
Modern Musketeer, A
My Own United States
Mystery Ship, The: Black Masks, The
Mystery Ship, The: Deadly Torpedo, The
Mystery Ship, The: Fight in Mid-Air, The
Mystery Ship, The: Forced Marriage, The
Mystery Ship, The: Hidden Hands
Mystery Ship, The: House of Trickery, The
Mystery Ship, The: Line of Death, The
Mystery Ship, The: Masked Riders, The
Mystery Ship, The: One Minute to Live
Mystery Ship, The: Rain of Fire, The
Mystery Ship, The: Rescue, The
Mystery Ship, The: Treachery
Mystery Ship, The: Underground House, The
Narrow Path, The
Naughty, Naughty
No Children Wanted
Old Wives for New
On the Jump
On the Quiet
Once to Every Man
One More American
Ordeal of Rosetta
Powers That Prey (aka Extra! Extra!)
Price of Folly, The: Phantom Fame, The
Primitive Woman, The
Private Peat
Ranger, The
Rich Man's Darling, A
Romance of the Air, A
Ruggles of Red Gap
Sauce for the Goose
Say! Young Fellow
Scandal Mongers
Scarlet Road, The
Scarlet Trail, The
Service Star, The
Society Sensation, A
Stella Maris
String Beans
Sylvia On a Spree
Tell It to the Marines
Turn of the Wheel, The
Unchastened Woman, The
Under Suspicion
Unexpected Places
Universal Animated Weekly No. 22
Universal Current Events No. 36
Universal Current Events No. 42
Universal Screen Magazine No. 67: Ida Tarbell
Universal Screen Magazine No. 62: Making of a Newspaper (Part One)
Universal Screen Magazine No. 63: Making of a Newspaper (Part Two)
Universal Screen Magazine No. 64: Making of a Newspaper (Part Three)
Universal Screen Magazine No. 65: Making of a Newspaper (Part Four)
Universal Screen Magazine No. 68: Dorothy Dix
Universal Screen Magazine No. 95
Vanity Pool
Waifs
Wanted: A Brother
Way Out, The
Wife or Country
Winner Takes All
Yellow Ticket, the

1919
Amateur Widow, An
Amazing Wife, The
As a Man Thinks
Beauty Market, The
Belle of the Season, The
Leave It to Susan
Lion and the Mouse, The
Lion Man, The: Episode One: Flames of Hate
Little White Savage, The
Lost Princess, The
Lottery Man, The
Love is Love
Man Hunter, The
Man of Honor, A
Microbe, The
Midnight Man, The: At Bay
Midnight Man, The: Blazing Torch, The
Midnight Man, The: Cast Adrift
Midnight Man, The: Cave of Destruction, The
Midnight Man, The: Deadly Enemies
Midnight Man, The: Death Ride, The
Midnight Man, The: Electric Foe, The
Midnight Man, The: Elevator Mystery, The
Midnight Man, The: Fight to the Finish, A
Midnight Man, The: Hurdled From the Heights
Midnight Man, The: Jaws of Death, The
Midnight Man, The: Shadow of Fear
Midnight Man, The: Society Hold-Up, The
Midnight Man, The: Ten Thousand Dollars Reward
Midnight Man, The: Tunnel of Terror, The
Midnight Man, The: Unmasked
Midnight Man, The: Wheel of Terror, The
Midnight Man, The: Wild Finish, A
Moral Deadline, The
My Husband's Other Wife
Mysterious Mr. Browning, The
Mystery of the Yellow Room, The
Nach dem Gesetz (Germany) (aka According to Law)
New Screen Magazine: First Issue
Oh Bill Behave
Other Half, The
Out of the Shadow
Piccadilly Jim
Profiteers, The
Puppy Love
Quickening Flame, The
Reclaimed: The Struggle for a Soul Between Love and Hate
Red Viper, The
Satan Junior
Sleeping Lion, The
Soldiers of Fortune
Sporting Chance, A
Sporting Chance, A (Second Film with Same Name)
Spotlight Sadie
Sunnyside
Third Kiss, The
Todd of the Times
Topics of the Day
Upside Down
Venus in the East
Volcano, The
Weaker Vessel, The
When Black Is Read
When My Ship Comes In
With Allenby in Palestine and Lawrence in Arabia
Woman of Lies, The
Woman Under Cover, The
Woman Under Oath, The
Woman, Woman!
Women Who Win
World Aflame, The